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Central STARSurg UPDATES
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New steering committee members

Earlier this summer, we invited medical students from across the United Kingdom
and Ireland to apply for positions on the STARSurg Committee. We received 79 high-
quality applications, all of which were tripled marked by committee members, with
shortlisted candidates being invited for interview.

STARSurg is now delighted to welcome four new medical students onto our
committee. We look forward to working with our new members to continue
delivering our projects within collaborative research and education.

STARSurg has always been a student-led initiative, with 53% of the steering
committee at present being students. Over the 9 years since the collaborative was
founded, we have had 52 committee members which have represented 24 medical
schools across the UK and Ireland. Therefore, it is fair to say that we are a truly
national group! 8 (53.3%) of our committee members are currently students,
representing 7 medical schools from across the UK and Ireland (Cambridge, Cardiff,
Edinburgh, Exeter, Imperial, UCL, UCD). This broad range of representation is key to
achieving our goals as a committee. Every year, we receive many applications from
excellent candidates who we are unfortunately unable to offer committee positions.

If you were unsuccessful this year, we would like to thank you again for your interest
in STARSurg and for taking the time to apply. When considering applications, among
other qualities, we look favourably upon previous involvement in STARSurg’s
activities. All of our new committee members were previously involved in STARSurg,
either as regional leads and/or as study collaborators. While the majority of the
current committee have been recruited following experience as a regional lead
(median involvement of 12 months, range: 5 - 32 months), there have been 6
members who were recruited directly from being a collaborator (median
involvement of 11 months, range: 4 - 18 months).

Louise Ko
3rd Year Medical Student

University College London

Yousif Aldabbagh
6th Year Medical Student 

University College London

Jingjing Wang 
4th Year Medical Student
University of Edinburgh

Moritz Steinruecke
4th Year Medical Student 
University of Cambridge



STARSurg is now accepting applications for Regional Lead positions across the UK
and Ireland for 2022/23. As Regional Lead, your role will be to support:

• Recruitment and management of an audit project for the 2022/23 year
• Dissemination of modules from clINical aCademia E-learning PlaTform (INCEPT)
• Supporting the Steering Committee in the promotion of STARSurg
• Organising an Academic Surgery Evening

Becoming a STARSurg Regional Lead is a great way of demonstrating leadership
and management, which is a fantastic addition to your portfolio. Many of our
previous local leads have used their position in applications to the specialised
foundation programme. Being a regional lead puts you in a strong position to apply
for a STARSurg Steering Committee role. In keeping with the STARSurg model, you
must be a medical student for the next academic year and studying at your home
institution (i.e. not intercalating externally).

To apply for the Regional Lead position:

1. Familiarise yourself with what STARSurg does and read the person specification
2. Click on the link below to apply
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Central STARSurg UPDATEs CONTINUED

Regional lead recruitment

Click here to apply | DEADLINE: 23.59 31st August 2022

https://facebook.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=626d8ea658284b2b12071d9bc&id=fc852d05f8&e=208fd91299
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSes-VH-IKxSivai3lPFp-3EpVHXKwOELIspjgZqVXBdxrMDVw/viewform


Update on STUDIES

CASCADE (CArdiovaSCulAr outcomes after 
major abDominal surgEry)

The CASCADE (CArdiovaSCulAr outcomes after major abDominal surgery) study
was a prospective multicentre international audit designed and led jointly by
STARSurg and EuroSurg across the UK, ROI, and Europe. The study ran from
January 24th to May 1st over seven 2-week consecutive data collection periods. The
study protocol has now been published in the British Journal of Anaesthesia and can
be read in full by clicking here.

Thanks to all the hard work of our collaborators the CASCADE study has been an 
immense success! This has been our biggest study to date involving in total:

5

Current analysis and future plans

The primary aim of the audit was to measure compliance to pre-, intra-, and
postoperative audit standards in reducing the risk of postoperative cardiovascular
complications. Currently, we have completed the initial data cleaning steps of the
project and working towards providing local centres with their respective data for
comparison with the national results. With exploratory analysis of the CASCADE
dataset now underway we are consulting our external advisory committee
regarding the various streams of analysis that we will undertake for CASCADE.
Some of the planned analyses include:

• Characterising the incidence of postoperative cardiac complications following
major abdominal surgery in Europe

• Identifying risk factors associated with postoperative cardiac complications

• Exploring the association of postoperative anaemia with short-term outcomes
such as 30-day complications and readmission, cardiovascular morbidity,
mortality, critical care admission, and length of stay.

• Describing the efficacy and safety profile of extended pharmacological
thromboprophylaxis in patients at high risk for VTE.
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Update on STUDIES

CASCADE Certificates

You can now access your CASCADE certificate using your ORCID by clicking here.
Before updating your CV, we recommend having a look at STARSurg’s authorship
policy. Please make sure you are happy with your certificate and the presentation of
your name on the authorship list.

If you have any problems accessing your certificate or issues with the presentation
of your name, please follow these general rules:

• If your ORCID is incorrect, please reach out to your regional lead or national lead
with your name and ORCID so that they can check if your information is correct on
REDCap.

• If your name is misspelt on the certificate, please change it on ORCID, and it will
update automatically.

• If you are still having difficulties, you can reach out to the STARSurg Data Team at:
cascade.redcap@gmail.com.

A new study for 2022/2023

In the upcoming academic year, we will again be partnering with EuroSURG, to
deliver an international audit project across Europe and UK. The details of the
project are being finalised so keep an eye on our social media for any updates.
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INCEPT MODULE TEASER

Looking to improve your skills in medical education? Look no further, as we are
glad to announce that INCEPT will be hosting the Junior Association for Medical
Education (JASME) online module focussing directly on that!

As medical students and doctors, we're expected to be able to teach and support
our peers in their learning - it's an essential part of the curriculum and something
we also do as part of personal and professional development.

It's very easy to just put a bunch of slides together and waffle for an hour about
something (we've all experienced those teachers), but we're often not taught how
to effectively design a teaching session to make it interesting, engaging and
informative for the attendees! While the world of Medical Education is vast, this
module aims to cover the essentials: some theory, with the majority tailored to give
you the practical skills to plan, deliver, assess, and evaluate your teaching session
or programme.

To gain access to the JASME module, you will need to register on INCEPT.

If you’d like to learn more and access a wide array of further MedEd content, follow
this link to become a JASME member today! With this membership you will have
access to multiple educational materials, including the Association of Medical
Education’s (ASME) accredited "Medical Education" and "The Clinical Teacher"
journals!

INCEPT: NEW JASME Med-Ed Module! 
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https://incept.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=8
https://www.asme.org.uk/jasme


1. Before a conference
• Choose a conference based on your 

interests. Conferences can be long, and 
talks can be monotonous so to stay 
engaged, it’s important to be strategic 
in choosing something you will stay 
interested in throughout to maximise 
what you get out of it.

• Be realistic with what you’re able to 
attend. Factor in travel, accommodation 
and time away from medical studies to 
ensure a stress-free experience!

• Make sure to stay prepared ahead of 
any conferences. Have a professional 
social media presence so if you 
connect with anyone you’d like to 
collaborate with, or just stay in touch 
with, you’ve got the details on hand! 

2. Funding
• Watch out for concessionary 

tickets. Many conferences offer 
discounted tickets to students. Also, 
keep an eye out on social media for any 
free tickets that are up for grabs!

• Look out for any scholarships, grants 
and bursaries. These can be offered by 
the organisers or other professional 
bodies, and societies. 

• Ask your university for funding. Key tips 
to be successful in this are to 
emphasize the educational benefit and 
utility you will get from this conference, 
and also how the university will benefit 
(i.e. expanding their repertoire of 
student experiences).

3. During a conference
• Have a list of the full agenda 

beforehand. Conferences can have a 
packed itinerary and there can be an 
overwhelming number of talks, 
workshops, and presentations that 

you’d like to attend. It can be incredibly 
draining to try to do it all, so make sure 
to prioritise.

• Explore the technology. Some 
conferences have dedicated online 
platforms or apps, and livestream or 
record the talks so you may be able to 
earmark some things to rewatch at a 
later date

• Make notes on key things that surprised 
you or things you’d like to look more 
into. It’s not a lecture, so don’t feel 
pressured to study and know 
everything, but it’s easy to forget all the 
new information so it’s helpful to have a 
spark-notes summary of your key 
takeaways from your experience.

4. After a conference
• Rest and relax! Be sure to take some 

time to decompress and reflect on your 
experience.

• Read over the notes you’ve taken, and 
reach out to anyone that stood out to 
you. The best time to reach out to 
people you’ve met at a conference is 
soon after so the memory is still fresh in 
their minds. Keep it short, personalised 
and to the point, however, don’t take it 
personally should you not get a reply.

• Make sure you fulfil any funding 
requirements if this applies to you. 
Some funders may require a reflective 
piece, a testimonial or a certificate of 
your attendance. Make sure this gets 
done before the deadline to avoid any 
penalties. Also, remember to send 
thank you emails to funding bodies (e.g. 
university), and anyone who provided 
general advice (e.g. friends). It’s always 
polite to send a quick thank you (and it’s 
free too!).

By Louise Ko |  @ilouiseko 

Top tips to Attending a Conference as Medical Student

Conferences can be daunting for a medical student, but they’re also excellent
opportunities to learn, network and engage with scientific literature outside of the
medical school curricula. Here are our top tips for attending conferences as a
medical student.
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upcoming opportunities
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BJS Society

We are very proud to announce our strategic partnership with the BJS Society! BJS
is the premier peer-reviewed surgical journal in Europe and one of the top surgical
journals in the world with an international readership!

The BJS Society are committed to advancing and improving education in surgery,
and in supporting aspiring surgeons across the world.

With our new strategic partnership, this allows STARSurg to bring a range of
exciting benefits & opportunities from BJS to our collaborators for a minimal
annual subscription! (£10, €11). This includes:

1. Online subscription to the BJS journals:
• This will provide full access to all papers across the BJS journals!

2. Access to the upcoming BJS Academy content:
• BJS Academy aims to support the development of current and aspiring

surgeons worldwide by championing research and collaboration.
• There will be a huge variety of resources to enhance understanding and

conduct of cutting-edge surgical research, including access to recordings
of national and international conferences!

3. Membership of the Young BJS initiative:
• This is a growing community of early-career researchers who are interested

in surgical academia, with opportunities for mentorship by the BJS editorial
team!

We’re looking forward to working with the BJS society over the coming year to make
these opportunities as useful as possible to our medical student and junior doctor
members!

Benefits to our members

You can access these benefits by signing up here:

bit.ly/starsurgbjs
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https://bit.ly/starsurgbjs


upcoming opportunities

This is a new community of early-career researchers with enthusiasm for
surgical academia. The ethos is aligned with that of the BJS (British Journal of
Surgery incorporating the European Journal of Surgery) with a mission to promote
excellence in clinical and scientific research. Specific goals of the group will be to
network, educate, and innovate in surgical publishing on a global scale. Enthusiasm
is all that is required so if you have that in spades, send your name, institution (Uni or
Trust), career stage and specialty interest (if you have one!) to
admin@youngbjs.org. Check them out on Twitter for more info!

Young BJS

Introduction to Humanitarian Healthcare Online Course

The Faculty of Remote, Rural and Humanitarian Healthcare (FRRHH) is an
organisation dedicated to supporting the professional development of remote,
rural and humanitarian healthcare professionals. The Faculty are currently offering
free access to their Introduction to Humanitarian Healthcare online course.

This course was developed in partnership with UK-Med with the purpose to help
those interested in humanitarian healthcare make an informed decision about
whether they wish to pursue a career in the field. The course explores the key
elements and agencies in humanitarian healthcare, as well as how clinical skills can
best be adapted for the environment.

Valued at £300, the course features a range of additional resources and
completion of the course awards CPD points.

Register for course access here.

Remote, Rural and Humanitarian Healthcare Webinars

The Faculty have a free-to-access webinar library offering a variety of topics
relating to remote, rural and humanitarian healthcare.

Previous topics span a range of rural surgical specialities and approaches to
humanitarian healthcare training.

Free access to previous recordings and information on future Faculty events can
be found here.

RCSEd – Online learning material!
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https://twitter.com/young_bjs
https://www.uk-med.org/
https://www.rcsed.ac.uk/faculties/faculty-of-remote-rural-and-humanitarian-healthcare/introduction-to-humanitarian-healthcare-online-course
https://www.rcsed.ac.uk/faculties/faculty-of-remote-rural-and-humanitarian-healthcare/activities-and-events
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